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The Processing of Words



Goals
� Describe the mental lexicon

� Morphology
� Semantic memory

� Describe lexical access
� During speech and reading
� Including ambiguity resolution

� Describe the neural basis of word 
processing.



Words

� Words are packages of
� Form (sound/visual symbols)

○ Phonology
○ Orthography

AND

� Meaning
○ semantics



Morphology

� Sound
� Phonetic features
� Phonemes
� Bigrams/Trigrams
� Syllables

○ Onsets
○ Rimes



Morphology
� Morphemes

� Smallest unit that carries information about 
meaning.

� Mono-morphemic words:  one morpheme
○ e.g., “cat”

� Polymorphemic words:  more than one 
morpheme
○ e.g.,  “cat” + “s” = “cats”
○ Finnish:  “lumi” (snow), “lumipallo” (snowball), 

“lumipallosota” (snowball fight), 
“lumipallosotatantere” (snowball-fight field)



Morphology:  Words have parts.

� Free vs. bound morphemes
� “Cat” (free) vs. “s” (bound)

� Inflectional vs. derivational morphemes
� “s” = inflection:  does not change category
� “-er” = derivational:  changes category

○ “bake” (verb) è “baker” (noun)



Lexical Semantics (meaning)
� Sense vs. Reference

� Sense: ≈Dictionary Definitions
� Reference:  pointers

� “The blue shape.”  “The rectangle.”  “The left-hand 
object.”  “The larger object.”

� Sense:  “blue” ≠ “rectangle” ≠ “left-hand” ≠ “larger”
� Reference:  “blue shape” = “rectangle” = left-hand 

object” = “larger object”



Lexical Semantics

� Words refer to types:  categories of 
things.

“baseball team” = type

� Token refers to individual category members
○ Yankees, Twins, Mudhens = tokens



Lexical semantics
� How are types represented?

� “Definition” hypothesis:  word meaning = list 
of necessary/core features

○ “bachelor” = un-married, adult, male (but 
monk fits the definition without being a good 
example of bachelor)

○ “cat” = furry killing machine (but excludes lots 
of possible features)



Lexical Semantics

� Other problems for the “definition” 
hypothesis:
� Some words do not have consistent features 

(e.g., “game”)
� Meanings are not equally good across 

different contexts:
○ “red hair” is a worse example of “red” than 

“fire-engine red”



Lexical Semantics

� Word-Association/Semantic Network 
Approach:
� Word meaning is whatever comes to mind 

when someone says the word.

� Nodes and links



Lexical Semantics
� Semantic Network Theory:  Word 

meaning = pattern of activity in a 
network.

� Explains why “A goose can fly” primes 
“A goose is a bird.”



Lexical Semantics

� Semantic Network Theory
� Spreading activation:  Activity at one node 

causes activation at other nodes via links.

○ Spreading activation is automatic:  fast and 
outside conscious control.

○ Spreading activation decreases the further it 
travels in the network.



Lexical Semantics
� Semantic Network Theory, Priming 

studies:
� Priming happens when 

○ a subject responds faster to a target stimulus
○ because a related stimulus appeared in the 

context.

○ “duck” primes goose;  “horse” does not.
○ Reaction times to “goose” faster after “duck” 

than horse.
○ Neural activity related to “goose” differs after 

“duck” than “horse.”  (smaller N400)



Lexical Semantics
� Semantic Network Theory:  Priming 

Studies

� Mediated priming:  lion primes stripes
� Less than tiger

lion è tiger è stripes

� Limits on the total amount of activation prevent 
uncontrolled spread of activation.



Lexical Semantics
� Associative vs. Semantic Priming

� Co-occurrence vs. shared nodes

� Associative and semantic priming are driven by 
different mechanisms.
○ The N400 ERP effect is smaller for associated words, but 

not words that are semantically related  (Rhodes & 
Donaldson, 2007).

○ Association causes faster responses than semantic 
relatedness (Perea & Rosa, 2002).

○ Association and semantic relatedness break down 
separately in Alzheimer’s disease (Ober et al., 1995).





Lexical Semantics

� Associationist  Semantics
� Connectivity:  Some words have many 

associates; some have few.
� High connectivity words are easier to 

remember; produce different brain-wave 
activity than low-connectivity words.





Lexical Semantics

� Associationist Semantics
� HAL and LSA
� Measure co-occurrence in a large corpus
� “Meaning” = vector
� HAL and LSA can predict

○ Similarity judgments
○ Vocabulary development
○ Text quality



Lexical Semantics

� The symbol grounding problem.
� Searle’s Chinese Room argument.
� Infinite regress in dictionary-lookup 

procedure.



Embodied Semantics
� Symbols are tied to representations 

outside the linguistic system.
� Meaning = modeling mentioned objects and 

concepts.
� Modeling takes advantage of perceptual and 

motor systems.
� Indexical hypothesis:

○ A word must be tied to actual objects.
○ Analog representations (perceptual symbols) 

provide affordances.
○ Affordances provided by different words mesh.



Embodied Semantics
� Association versus affordance 
(Glenberg & Robertson, 2000):

“…she filled up an old sweater with leaves” 
(afforded)

“…she filled up an old sweater with water.”
(not afforded)

LSA cosines:  leaves = water
Acceptability judgment:  leaves > water



Embodied Semantics
� Word-Action Compatibility effects:

� “open” vs. “close the drawer”:  RT faster 
when response is in the same direction as 
the action.

� Lexical priming effects:  precision vs. power 
grip primes names for objects manipulated 
using precision vs. power grips.

� Semantic categorization facilitated.
� Word-action interference and facilitation 

effects (depends on timing of stimulus 
presentation).



Embodied Semantics

� Word-Action Compatibility effects:
� In ERP: activity over motor strip.
� In TMS:  enhanced MEPs at matching body 

part.
� Parkinson’s patients:  have more priming for 

action-related words when taking motor-
enhancing medication.

� fMRI data:  face, arm, and leg words 
activate different parts of the motor strip and 
pre-motor cortex.





Embodied Semantics

� Alternatives and Criticisms:
� Motor simulation may be optional:  TMS 

effects occur only at some lags; and only for 
some experimental tasks.

� Motor simulation may not apply to all types 
of language: Figurative language may not 
evoke spatial mental models.

� Brain damage can affect action perception 
without affecting action-language 
understanding.



Saygin et al., 2004



Lexical Access

� Lexical access:  The process of 
identifying words and recovering word-
related information from long-term 
memory.

� Most models of lexical access deal with 
activating word form information.



Lexical Access
� Lexical access is fast:

� Speech:  ~5 syllables/second
� fast shadowers lag ≈ 250 ms ≈ 1 syllable.
� Errors are not random:  they fit the semantic 

and syntactic context.
� Lexical access is incremental.

� See also:  word monitoring and gating.
� It takes about 200 ms of input to identify a 

word in context; ~ 300 ms in isolation.



Lexical Access

� Logogen:
� Words are represented by logogens.
� A logogen fires when accumulating evidence 

drives it above threshold.



Lexical Access

� Logogen:
� Context and auditory signal can both provide 

evidence.
� Semantic associates raise a logogen’s 

activation level.
○ Accounts for context/semantic priming effects.

� Repeated access lowers the logogen’s 
threshold.
○ Accounts for frequency effects.
○ Accounts for degraded signal effects.



Lexical Access

� Frequency-ordered bin search (FOBS)
� Auditory cues drive memory search
� Representations are organized according to 

root morphemes.
○ dog
○ dogs
○ dogpile
○ dogness

� All share the same bin.

� Accounts for root vs. surface frequency effects.



Lexical Access
� FOBS

� Polymorphemic words must be analyzed before 
the root is identified.
○ Affix stripping.
○ Accounts for pseudo-affix effects

� sister takes longer to identify than runner
○ Accounts for root priming effects

� runner primes run but arson does not prime son
○ Accounts for masked priming effects

� At very short SOAs:  morphological (form) priming
� At longer SOAs:  semantic priming effects



Lexical Access

� TRACE



Lexical Access

� Trace
� Interactive
� Cascaded activation
� Lateral inhibition within layers
� Good at

○ Word superiority effect
○ Degraded input





Lexical Access

� Cohort
� Activation, Selection, Integration
� Activation is autonomous (modular)
� Involves multiple candidates (a cohort)



Lexical Access
� Cohort

� Each word has a recognition point
� RT = fn (recognition point) = fn (cohort 

members)
� Cross-modal priming experiments:
� E.g., capt…

○ “early” (“capt…”): primes guard and ship
○ “late” (“capta…” or “capti…”): primes only 

guard or only ship



Lexical Access
� Cohort versus FOBS

� Recognition point is at about 200 ms into the 
word.

� At that point, about 40 candidates, on 
average, will be compatible with the input.

� Models that view lexical access as being 
strictly “bottom-up” have trouble explaining 
how access can occur with that much 
ambiguity.

� FOBS also predicts no effect of lower-
frequency competitors.



Lexical Access

� Cohort versus TRACE
� TRACE predicts increased competition with 

increased cohort size.
� Cohort does not.

� Cohort size does not affect non-word 
recognition.

� Suggesting that memory search is parallel 
and activated candidates do not compete.



Lexical Access
� Cohort versus TRACE

� TRACE uses global similarity.
� Cohort relies more on onset-match.

Empirical Findings:
� Cohort predicts greater mis-match effects for 

onsets.
� Cohort predicts onset primes more effective 

than offset primes:
○ bone-bold > bone-pone



Lexical Access

� Revised Cohort

� Can produce frequency effects, because of 
graded activation.

� Can produce sublexical matching effects.
○ Pronunciation of “ham” in “hamster” ≠ “ham” in 

isolation.



Lexical Access

� Distributed Feature Models:  Elman’s 
Simple Recurrent Network (SRN)



Lexical Access
� Elman’s SRN



Lexical Access
� Distributed Cohort (DCM)

� Similar to Elman’s SRN
� “phonological” and “semantic” stores
� separately affected by “bottom-up” input.
� Phonological activation is more coherent earlier.
� Semantic activation is more coherent later.
� Accounts for sub-lexical mis-match effects; 

Ganong effect.
� Accounts for ease-of-processing for words with 

multiple senses (e.g., twist) versus multiple 
meanings (e.g., bark).



Neural Basis of Word Processing

� Conceptual knowledge ≠ word 
knowledge.

� Brain response to words depends on 
properties of words and properties of 
tasks.

� Localizationist (Pinker) vs. Distributed 
(Tyler) representations.





Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Martin et al. (1996):

� Some parts of the
brain respond more
strongly to animals than
tools, and vice versa.

� Some parts of the brain
respond more strongly to
spoken than written words
(Petersen et al., 1988).



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing.
� Task effects on neural response (Posner et 

al., 1988).



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Semantic vs. Phonological Judgment





Neural Basis of Word Processing

� Dorsal-Ventral
hypothesis.



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Dorsal-Ventral Hypothesis



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Posterior-Anterior
Hypothesis 

(Caramazza & Hillis, 1991; 
Noppeney et al., 2007; 
Randall et al., 2004)

(Damasio et al., 1996.)

VLSM Analysis



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing

� Evidence for Localizationist Hypothesis:

� Category-specific deficits:  e.g., natural vs. 
man-made objects.



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Distributed Representations

� E.g., Hebbian cell assemblies.



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Deficits for living things > man-made 

objects.
� confrontation naming
� verbal (category) fluency
� definitions

○ Patient J.B.R.:
� "Snail"  -- "An insect animal."
� Briefcase" – "Small case used by students to carry 

papers."



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Semantic knowledge loss is graded 

(rather than absolute).
� Deficits depend on tasks:  Details trigger 

greater activity in frontal regions (e.g., 
temporal pole).
� In fMRI:  signal intensity correlates with 

performance on detail tasks. (Bright et al., 2006)

� Especially when distinctive features were 
required.



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Unique Non-natural objects, such as 

landmark buildings, tap frontal areas

� In PET imaging:  both unique famous people 
and unique famous objects activated 
temporal pole.

(Grabowski et al., 2001)



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� Distributed Representations:  The 

Correlated Features Approach

� Knowledge about objects is spread 
throughout the brain.
○ Hearing "cat" activates a wide-spread network 

of neurons.
○ The same wide-spread network represents 

natural and man-made objects.



Neural Basis of Word 
Procsessing
� The Correlated Features Approach:

� Some features are correlated:  e.g., has 
legs, has eyes

� Some features are distinctive:  e.g., barks, 
has a trunk

� The properties of living things tend to be 
correlated.

� The properties of man-made things tend to 
be distinctive.



Neural Basis of Word 
Processing
� The Correlated Features Approach:

� To distinguish animals, you need detailed 
knowledge about sub-sets of properties.

� Patients have more trouble with distinctive 
features than correlated features. 

(Bunn et al., 1998; Moss et al., 1998)

� Objects with correlated features are harder 
to discriminate, whether they are natural or 
man-made
○ e.g., automobiles
○ Patients who have trouble with animals also 

have trouble with cars.   (Bright et al., 2006; Devlin et al., 2002)



Review
� 1.  Words have parts.
� 2.  Word meanings may be represented as 

sets of associated symbols; those 
representations may be supplemented by 
embodied knowledge (perceptual 
symbols).

� 3.  Lexical access is harder than it seems.
� Models differ with respect to the targets of 

perception (e.g., Logogen vs. FOBS vs. TRACE 
vs. COHORT).

� 4.  Lexical knowledge and access 
processes call on distributed networks of 
neurons.


